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Q: 1. Answer the following by choosing correct
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[t] Matrix o:ll, ; dl tr*
la o lj

tA] scalar matrix
tC] symmetric matrix

l-o -71 .

[2] Matrix , : Li, _rnl r,

[A] orthogonal [B] singular

[3] The Cornplernentary F\rnction of (D2 + 4

tAj clcos J1r * czs\nt/ir
lC] cre2x + c2e-2'

[1]

[2)
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answers from given choica;.

lB] diagonal matrix
lD] skew-symmetric matrix

[C] non-singular tDl

)v: x it
tB] qcos2:t * czsin2r
tD] creLx + c2e-4'

Answer auy TWO of the following.

Define : (i) Tlanspose of a matrix (ii)

Find the characteristic equation of l?' Lr

1-
Find 

1, * 2y"-"'

Prove that every Hermitian matrix over C can be uniquely expressed as P+iQ
, where P and Q arc real s5rmmetric and skew-symmetric matrices respectively

[B] lf ,: l? -]l ,t,,,,snuri.rirat .{t rt r-rr'
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integer
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Q: 3 [A]
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Q: a [A]

4

Identity

41

-51

Matrix

-AI. 1

t _')n) * ltt'rt' l' is ait; pu'sil ivt'

3

OR

State and prove the reuersal law f.or the transpose of product of matrices and
deduce the reversal law for conjugate transpose of product of rnatrices.

State and prove associative law for product of matrices

If ^9 is a real skew-symmetric matrix then prove that I - S is non-singular
and the matrix A: (I + ^9X/ - S)-t is orthogonal
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lz -1 il
[B] Find the cha,racteristic equation of the matrix a : | -t 2 -Ll and verify

f r -1 zl
that it is satisfied by ,4 and hence obtain .A-1 3

OR

Q: a [A] State and prove Cayley-Hamilton theorcm 3

[B] Find the characteristic roots and any one of the characteristic vectors of :

l-g -6 21

Lt :n?J g

Q: 5 [A] Obtain the rule for finding the particular integral of f (D)y: snr where rn is
a constant

[B] Solve , (D3 - 5D2 + 7D - 3)y: cosht

OR

Q: 5 [A] Solve : (D2 + a2)y : cosecar tJ

Solve (D2 -5D +6)y:4e'subject to the conditions that y(0) : y/(0) :1.
Hence find y(16) 3
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